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Why surgery?

• Strong sense of autonomy

• Enjoyed having “outcomes”

• Finding solutions to problems

• That was the specialty that “fit” my personality (I 
thought, and others told me as well).

• Autonomy didn’t exist in primary care! (Again, I 
thought, and others told me as well.)









Ethics & Business



Ethics & Business & Medicine



As healers, our minds turn to this… 
From: https://hslmcmaster.libguides.com/c.php?g=306726&p=2044095



As healers, our minds turn to this… and this… 
From: https://hslmcmaster.libguides.com/c.php?g=306726&p=2044095



As healers, our minds turn to this… and this… and this. 
From: https://hslmcmaster.libguides.com/c.php?g=306726&p=2044095



With ethics, medicine, and business…

• Our minds don’t go to this.



Ethics & Business & Medicine
& Medical Costs



Before you decide on a specialty, 
& practice model as an attending…

• You should be forced (IMHO) to take a “business of 
medicine course.”

• If you don’t understand this… you may be disappointed 
when you finally finish your medical school years, 
residency, and maybe even fellowship… 7 to 13 years later.

• Not understanding this, can possibly lead you to premature 
burnout in your career. (I, and others, don’t want that for 
you, ever.)

• And you may find yourself questioning your ethics. 



Course – The Business of Medicine 101



Course – The Business of Medicine 101

• Here we go!

• You may never hear or understand ANY of this, 
until you take your first job.

• That’s not fair.

• Let’s talk about how the employment (at times) 
and the business of monopolies can affect our 
ethics as clinicians.



In the Third Party System, how do you 
earn an income? Do you know?

RVUs (Relative Value Units)

• RVU – 3 components:

1)Physician work

2)Practice expense (Ironic? Red tape of CMS?)

3)Malpractice overhead



So, RVUs determine your income.
The actual value that these numbers translate into reimbursement dollars, 

depends on a few factors… 

RVU – 3 components:
1) Physician work RVU (This doesn’t 

change)
2) Practice expense RVU (Ironic? Red 

tape of CMS?) (this is variable)
3) Malpractice overhead RVU (This is 

variable)





How do RVUs affect your ethics?

• You’ll see.

• You’re encouraged to chase RVUs.
– Your likely future employer wants you to.
– ACTUALLY, your contract for employment likely discusses this in 

detail, as far as your salary & PRODUCTIVITY expectations.
– Your fellow doctors chase them. In fact, you compete for them.
– You get bonuses for them.
– You’re a “quota machine,” before you even realize it.

– Problem is… you are NOT a car salesperson. 
– You’re a doctor.



How do RVUs affect your ethics?

• You, the doctor, gets trained. How/what? 
• You get trained, to “train” your patients to 1-2 concerns 

a visit at most.
• You’re taking (or required) classes to get the most 

billing charges possible, adding codes for longer visits. 
• You’re ok with double-booking.
• You realize you have no time to really look into 

concerns for a patient… so you refer, A LOT.
• You scour your RVUs potentially generated on reports 

for ancillary services that you ordered (cough, cough, 
inside the system you work for…)

• This is all in the name of RVUs generated… because 
your livelihood depends on it.



What does this brewing internal 
conflict leave you with?

• A high chance of burnout, with a short career in medicine.

• You’ll start looking for “Physician Side Gigs” on FB groups.

• Forget single payer, you want out. No medicine at all for you.

• May start to think: What good is “coverage (insurance)” without actual 
medical “care” as you fight to get your patients care they need?
– Prior auths etc
– Peer to peer reviews 

• It’s easy to be on the outside making recommendations and surmising to 
understand; it’s different when you’re responsible for this… part of this… 
forced to do it this way. 



Longitudinal relationship, and/or lack thereof, seems to have an interesting 
relationship with burnout… 





All primary 
care RVUs are 
the same, 
right?

Wrong.

So this causes 
tension and 
competition 
even in 
similar realms 
of care. 



Again, RVUs determine your income.



Here’s how your future quarterly reviews could 
look like if you’re employed…



How could this not potentially 
affect your ethics?

• Well I mean…
– You’re just looking out for your family
– You need to pay off your debt
– You’re doing what all the other doctors are doing
– The big health systems seem to endorse this
– Even CMS is ok with this; they created RVUs!
– Nobody else seems to care… right?
– Certainly this is not affecting my clinical decisions for patients, 

right? 

– Slippery slope? Erosion of ethics?
– Where do you draw the line?
– Can you draw the line?



Why should I care? I’m just one doctor. 
I can’t change things.

Or can I…?

Or should I?



Why choose a specialty I love, when I 
should pick one that pays?!



Side by side comparison RVUs:
Cardiology (left) vs Family Medicine (right)



Cardio



Cardiothoracic



Pick your size (or your income), you’re 
still running in the wheel…



The Golden Handcuffs The Golden Road

Vs



Phase 1: Debt: College loans, med 
school loans, private loans.

All expected, but still stressful.



Expectations meet reality of clinical medicine as an attending…

Medical School Years
-Tons of variety to your days

Residency Years
-Still variety, but less.

Attending
-Rare variety



Phase 2a Debt: Credit card debt, car 
loans, mortgage(s)…

Earning…. But spending more then we earn. 
We can “doctor our way out of this.”

Translation: Just need to work more…
in the same environment..

that’s triggering me to spend more…
because I’m so unhappy. In fact, I’m burnt out.



Phase 2b Debt: Sign on bonuses.
-Not a bonus.

-Pay taxes.
Leave early? Pay back.

The hope is you spend it all, then 
you’re stuck.

Path of least resistance… just stay put.



Physicians: As income increases…

• Path A

– Increase our lifestyle

– Save a little

– Don’t pay off debt

• Path B

– Save like crazy

– Modest lifestyle

– Don’t pay off debt

And the 2 can switch back and forth…

And so, we carry this burden, self-inflicted.



Burnout, ethical?
To patients?

To physicians?



How do RVUs connect? 





Our personality/skill traits are leveraged against us… and we 
don’t even recognize it.

We are excellent employees. Want to please…





We spent a lot of years in training, took on a lot of 
educational debt, to help sustain the very thing that 

is adding to our burnout (red tape, admin, etc). 





Crazy billing patterns



Crazy billing patterns



Pick your size, you’re still running in 
the wheel…



That’s me on the left… 
I escaped. 



DIRECT PRIMARY CARE



https://www.10tv.com/article/doctor-launches-cash-based-practice-serve-patients-central-ohio


My Clinic





Unaffordable





What happens when you remove insurance from 
primary care, your health maintenance, so to speak?

Lots of good things.









Rx: Why dispense, if able?
• Most patients thus far in my clinic are on 0 to 3 chronic meds.
• The “zero” meds sometimes need antivirals or antibiotic
• Improved willingness to “wait and see” with likely viral etiologies, 

bc they know they can get what they need, IF they do need it, 
easily, affordably

• Mental health: Strong stigma of picking up meds at pharmacy; 
Improved compliance lifeFunctionality

• High risk “patient/medicines”, can discuss if potential of pharmacy 
dispensing is more suitable. A discussion that can easily be had.

• Value proposition to patient.
• No meds are ever required to be dispensed from my clinic; patient 

choice. Usually cost savings is a great win for them, and ease. But 
cost usually dictates where they decide; Goodrx vs insurance vs
wholesale through DPC.

• When PBMs go back to their fiduciary duty to help with Rx costs, 
then I won’t need to help with dispensing meds. 









61% 
Do not, cannot, afford health 

insurance

39% 
Do, have in my practice

As of Nov 2017 stats.



Need to remember,
Insurance does not provide actual care.

Providers provide care.

We need a root cause analysis to fix our health care 
system problems, & physician burnout. 

Maybe decades to fix this? 
Most everything else is false hope.

But we have to start. Now.



I believe it’s ethical to want to:
a) Create a model that people WANT to participate it:

-Cost transparency
-Improved access

-More personal approach to healthcare (autonomy)

b) Create a model that doctors WANT to provide care in:
-Decrease red tape

-Have longevity in our careers.
-The burden of care is less, when there are more clinicians.

***DECREASE/AVOID BURN OUT.***



Thank you Benjamin Rush Institute 
Leadership Conference 2018!

The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH


